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FOREWORD

Dear friends,
We are happy to present you the bi-annual (2011– 2012) report
of CEBSD activities.
When reflecting on the places where the meetings and events took
place, it seems that the last two years CEBSD has strengthened
its “Eastern” side. It is true! CEBSD has become more and more
active in the Central and Eastern Europe, through a growing – in
terms of quantity and quality – cooperation with CEECN, without
losing its original weight in South, Western and Northern Europe.
As a matter of fact, new members have joined CEBSD, coming
from this side of Europe.
Actually, from 2011 the trend has been very much to re-focus the
work in order to face new challenges, such as giving answers to
the systemic crises which have created and continue to create
more social exclusion and injustice. Thus, CEBSD has both
returned to our roots by exchanging more deeply our collective
vision and various practices of “Community Development” – with
special reference to the Seminar organized in Maynooth, Ireland
and the preparation of a new project “Empowered Communities –
Active European Citizens”, and also sought to connect more
strongly with the world outside, by networking coherently and by
opening the “Stichting” 1 to other organizations.

In early 2013, this new “branding”, more suited to CEBSD/
EUCDN reality and challenges, will be officially launched –
again in a central European country: Romania. Parallel to this,
the already described excellent relationship with CEECN has
flourished in a new framework for action, the European Platform
for Active Citizens (EPAC) which is still at the seed level, but looks
promising, while CEBSD/EUCDN has continued to participate in
the European Social Platform in Brussels and in the Worldwide
Social Forum (WSF) in Dakar, in recognition of the importance of
working for an inclusive and just Europe.
Focusing more on transformative action through Community
Development, increased networking – especially in the European environment, developing a local-global approach, is the way
forward for CEBSD/EUCDN. We hope this report gives an accurate vision of where we are coming from and where we believe
we are going.
Thank you to all of you, belonging to EUCDN or to European
and worldwide partner organizations, for reading, commenting,
participating and for each day helping create “another possible,
necessary and urgent world”, that the women and the men of this
world definitely deserve now.
Gianni Orsini
Vice-Chair of CEBSD/EUCDN
On behalf of the Executive
Committee.

A new name, EUCDN (European Community Development Network), has been adopted, more appropriate to our current focus,
with a new logo and website in production (www.eucdn.net).
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Stichting = Fundation (current status of CEBSD/EUCDN)
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ExCo MEETING

PARIS | January 27 | 2011

combined with

IRDSU CONFERENCE

PARIS | January 28 – 29 | 2011

Our potential member from France IRDSU – Inter-Réseaux des
professionnels du Développement Social Urbain (Combined
Network of Professionals in Urban Social Development) invited
members of Executive committee (ExCo) for their Conference on
Community Development. ExCo had a very interesting time in
Aubervilliers, Paris meeting so many people with links on community development in France in a nice atmosphere combining
both input and discussion in a ‚French‘ way on a marvellous
location of “à l’Espace Fraternité d’Aubervilliers“. During the Conference and evening social event we had further discussions to
get to know each other better with the hope that we can cooperate
even more in the future.
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During the second day of the Conference members of ExCo
Hans Andersson and Gianni Orsini facilitated the international
workshop on the topic “What kind of project could be organized to
facilitate community development?” They started with discussion
on the important elements in implementing a successful community development project. After discussion the OPERA method
was used to facilitate discussion and solutions on the theme of
the workshop.
The main outcomes of the workshop that could serve as starting
points were:

CITIZENS ACTING AND LEARNING FOR LOCAL
DEMOCRACY IN EUROPE – CALLDE
CEBSD was the main partner for the CEE Citizens Network’s
project “Citizens Acting and Learning for Local Democracy in
Europe – CALLDE” funded by EU Lifelong Learning Programme.
The project, which ran from November 1, 2010 – October 31, 2011
aimed to expand and disseminate practical knowledge about local
citizen participation in Central and Eastern Europe in comparison
with Western Europe.

identifying which relevant networks operate at national
and international levels
to find ways to increase mobility between different regions
in order to learn from each other
to support organizations in making the link with EU
projects and the importance of making the administration
more accessible
to continue to share good practices to facilitate more
effective lobbying.

WORKSHOP on
“CONFLICTS AND POVERTY IN THE WESTERN
SUB-REGION OF WESTERN AFRICA”
in the framework of the Worldwide Social Forum
DAKAR | February 8 | 2011
The workshop was facilitated out by FDC, on behalf of CEBSD,
and by CECIDE, a Guinean organization struggling for peace
in Guinea and the widerWestern Africa area, with contributions
from participants from Africa and Europe. The round table set
out to introducese the situation of the Western sub-region of
Western Africa which has a long history of conflict and is one
of the poorest regions of the world, according to the UNDP
Human Development Index (HDI), as well as at explaining the
relationship between conflict and poverty. Gianni Orsini, as vice
Chair of CEBSD, moderated discussions around the causes of
conflict, the weak position of the economy of the poorest countries
and how the International Relations framework could facilitate
processes which can address poverty. Participants, from Africa
and Europe, sought to identify, through concrete examples and
life stories, community development as a strategy to combat
poverty in this African region.
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Guided by civil society experts and activists, a mapping of local
community participation was conducted across post-communist
countries as well as a few selected Western European countries.
The mapping’s results were publicised in print and online, and
they will inform civic action in two areas:
they will help to design innovative and effective forms of
citizen involvement in local democracy
they will be used for training and capacity building of
citizens and community workers in post-communist and
Western countries.
It was the first phase of the study as process of being developed
into a second phase including cross cutting chapters and additional case country studies.
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BOARD MEETING
WARSAW | March 24 – 25 | 2011
Our Polish member CAL hosted the spring Board meeting. As
well as the usual agenda we focused on finances – membership
fees, fundraising, accounting, treasurer issue, audit, cash flow
situation, budget and possibilities for new projects. Clear recommendations and solutions for moving forward were agreed during
the Mini-seminar on Finance that was organized as a part of the
Board meeting.

Central to the capacity building within this project was a “Citizen
Participation University” (CPU) in the summer of 2011; a four day
event for up to 50 participants from the CEE Citizens Network
and CEBSD. The education offered through lectures, workshops
and exercises were based on the results of the action mapping
exercise. The University focused on better informing participants
about the current situation of local democracy and it served to
jointly prepare training material for citizens and community workers. In so doing the University aimed to:
provide comprehensive and up-to-date information on
local democracy and citizen participation as a critical
area of democratic consolidation in Central and Eastern
Europe and provide comparison with Western Europe
create new tools for civil society public outreach, capacity-building and advocacy efforts to strengthen local
democracy.
The final activity within CALLDE project was the Citizen Participation Week (CPW) which was held the last week of September.
This event was conducted in all participating countries and
involved over 30,000 citizens across Europe. The event allowed
CEE Citizens Network and CEBSD member organizations to test
ideas from CPU and transferred them to individual local contexts.
To learn more about CALLDE project, please visit www.callde.eu.
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Our Scottish representative Stuart Hashagen delivered a presentation on ‘community resilience’ that included reference to the ‘big
society’, community assets approaches in public policy, the idea
of ‘co-production’, and the notion of ‘community resilience’.

SEMINAR on
“CREATIVE USE OF A CONFLICT IN A LOCAL
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT”
WARSAW | March 25 | 2011
The seminar was carried out for CAL and their partners and coworkers with the help of Polish NGO “Boris” during CEBSD Board
Meeting in Warsaw.
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INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND MAYNOOTH |
November 15 – 16 | 2011
In November 2011, a very successful international community
development conference was organised by the National University of Ireland, Maynooth in association with the Community
Workers’ Co-operative and CEBSD – the European Community
Development Network.
The conference brought together community work and community
development practitioners, academics, students and employers
from Ireland North and South, Europe (Western, Central and
Eastern), Australia and elsewhere.
The Conference was preceded by the first ever International
Forum for Community Work Educators and the week’s activities
concluded with a celebration to mark thirty years of professional
education and training for community work and youth work at
NUIM. Over 200 people attended the various events.

Two members of the Board – Kirsten Paaby, the Ideas Bank
Norway and Gianni Orsini, FDC Catalunya – led the seminar
and presented their case studies on the topic of conflict resolution
for approx 20 people from Poland and for CEBSD members as
well. The group of participants came from NGOs, municipalities
and universities.
Kirsten´s input focused on how to open up conflicts between
expert bureaucracy and community knowledge and experience
in the field of nature preservation and local community development. She presented the future scenario workshop as an approach to collaborative cross knowledge spheres and referred to
experiences from a planning process in the region “Setesdalen”
and from three future scenario workshops.

In these challenging times for community development and
the communities it serves everywhere throughout the world,
the conference aimed to
provide a space for those
involved in com munity
work and com munity
development to discuss
and develop ways to
respond to the issues they
face, and help create the
conditions for enhanced
outcomes from their work
with com munities and
interest groups in Ireland,
Europe and globally.

Gianni introduced the concept, and the process of mediation and
the role of the mediator through a case study. He spoke about the
technic of sociogramm and other tools, which were demonstrated
in practice.
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Objectives for the day were to:
Share information and experiences regarding community work, community development and the common
principles which underpin it.
Identify and discuss core issues and challenges for community work and the marginalised communities and
excluded groups, including women, it serves.
Explore and examine strategies appropriate for community development work in 2011 and consider ways
to enhance mutual support and dialogue nationally and
internationally.
The conference provided a unique opportunity for connecting
global concerns with Irish realities and for examining possibilities
for progress. Parallels in the challenges being faced by communities, minorities and marginalised groups globally were
identified and debated and a number of proposals for future
action made.
In speaking at the closing event, Lies Beunens welcomed the cooperation between Irish and European partners in organising the
conference and noted the evident importance and relevance of a
community development approach to global issues and common
challenges.
She thanked all those involved for bringing people, ideas and
knowledge together and quoted one of the speakers who said: “It
is good to know there is a tapestry of solidarity across Europe” –
especially in times when good working organizations do not get
the support or recognition they need.

CEBSD BOARD MEETING
MAYNOOTH | November 17 – 18 | 2011
The autumn Board meeting was hosted by our Irish member
CWC. They combined our Board meeting with the International
Community Work Educators Forum & Community Development Conference that was organized in cooperation with the
National University of Ireland and CEBSD two days before the
Board meeting.
Discussion and decision during the Board meeting were focused
on the finalizing the CEBSD transition. Members of the Board
also discussed in detail the actions in process and developed a
clear plan for new development that was rewritten into the framework for a systematic plan of action.
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JOINT LEADERSHIP MEETING OF CEE CN, ECON AND
CEBSD
BUDAPEST | January 18 – 19 | 2012
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The background for the meeting was the longstanding cooperation
between CEE CN and CEBSD, which began in Palermo, 2007.
In the leadership meeting in Brussels, October 2011 and the
Board meeting in Maynooth, November 2011, it was decided
to deepen this cooperation and to invite a third platform – The
European Community Organizing Network (ECON). When the
representatives of the three European networks met in Budapest
they discussed concrete suggestions for common activities and
projects.

BOARD MEETING
SOFIA | April 24 – 25 | 2012
First Board meeting in 2012 was hosted by our Bulgarian member
C.E.G.A. in Sofia. The main topic of this Board meeting was the
transition of CEBSD and its further development. A four year
strategy and action plan was drafted. There was also discussion
about the newly developed European Platform for Active Citizen.
C.E.G.A. invited us to visit their offices where staff spoke in detail
about their work and projects.
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“EMPOWERED COMMUNITIES – ACTIVE EU CITIZENS”
(ECAEC)
CEBSD has been funded through the ‘Europe for Citizens’programme to implement the project Empowered Communities – Active
EU Citizens. The project aims at creating a common framework
for community development focusing on defining CD, explaining
its purpose, the methods its practitioners use to achieve the
purpose, tools to support the engagement and mobilisation of
communities and the key outcomes from this work. The framework will be built with the contribution of civil society organisations
coming from 10 different European countries thus ensuring its
applicability to different organisations, countries, and contexts
while acknowledging the differences associated with different
sets of legislation and policies but recognising the key similarities
in values and principles.

The main activities carried out in the project will be: common
meeting involving all project partners, to clarify the purpose,
structure and methodology for building up the common framework; meetings at the national level to discus, analyse and
synthesise important aspects of community development work;
common workshop for building up the framework; production of a
brief publication presenting the framework; production of a DVD
highlighting specific examples and dimensions of good practice
across a number of countries; national workshops for the dissemination of the framework and of the DVD; dissemination event.
Our ambition is that the common framework will be used to
help Community Development praxis to become prominent on
a European platform. It will highlight the importance of Community Development’s contribution to building a more equal and
democratic society and to achieving social change. The framework will be used to focus attention and influence policy on the
promotion and implementation of Community Development approaches at European and country level.

THE EUROPEAN PLATFORM FOR ACTIVE CITIZENS
Joint leadership meeting of CEE CN, ECON and CEBSD
ÖREBRO | October 3 – 7 | 2012
The meeting was hosted and organized by our Sweden member
CESAM. CESAM prepared for the leadership of three Europeans
Networks – CEBSD, ECON and CEE CN a programme which
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added value to their meeting. Activities included an informal
meeting with CESAM staff and some of the Board members who
informed us about their work; meeting with Lars O. Molin the
chairman of the City council in Örebro, and since 2008 Chair of
the Monitoring Committee for human rights and democracy at
the CoE Congress of Local and Regional Authorities; field visit of
the CESAM social projects, etc.
The agenda for the meeting was based on the Budapest meeting in January and follow-up phone and Skype discussions.
Leaders of CEBSD, ECON and CEE CN agreed that through the
complementary approaches of their Networks they could make a
larger impact and achieve common goals. This is why in 2012 they
agreed to form the European Platform for Active Citizens – EPAC.

The meeting in Örebro resulted in the following which was discussed and decided on at the Board meeting in Prague:
An updated description of the Platform
A plan of action covering both short time and long term issues, as well as internal and external activities/initiatives
A first draft for a website
http://citizensplatform.wordpress.com/
A Wiggio group for communication
As a part of the action plan a draft document that describes the structure and procedures of the Platform
A balance between being realistic, link our plans to each of
the Networks strategy plans and as well expressing the
vision: “In 2030 – what have been the result of our effort”
The establishing of a contact to the Council of Europe, the
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities, through our
meeting with Lars O. Molin
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BOARD MEETING
PRAGUE |
November 12 – 15 | 2012
AGORA from Czech Republic
hosted the autumn
Board meeting in Prague.

European projects implemented by large consortiums.
Partners of the project had a chance to hear and discuss
about:overview of the project – objectives and activities
– detailed presentation of all project activities, “who is in
charge of what”
project budget and financial management aspects of
the project – presenting and clarifying financial regulations specific for the Europe for Citizens Programme
The second part of the meeting was dedicated to the preparation
of next project activities.

Besides usual business members of the Board discussed the
CEBSD position in the European Platform for Active Citizens
(EPAC). They agreed that EPAC development should be slower –
CEBSD is willing to continue to cooperate with CEE CN and
ECON through concrete projects and encourage its members to
take any opportunity to meet the members of the other networks
whenever possible. Places like Citizens Participation University
or the final meeting of CEBSD project could be good places for
members of the three Networks to meet and exchanges of good
practices as well as to identify new areas of cooperation. The four
years strategy plan (2012 – 2015) was developed and agreed on.
Board approved with pleasure the membership of PACT – a new
member from Romania.

KICK OFF MEETING FOR THE PROJECT
“Empowered Communities – Active EU Citizens (ECAEC)”
PRAGUE | November 14 | 2012
The meeting was prepared and led by Magdalena Tancau – project coordinator and Marcela Voicu – financial
manager of the project. Magdalena Tancau is an independent consultant with a history of working with CEBSD
and expertise on community development. Marcela Voicu is the financial manager of one of CEBSD’s member
organizations – PACT Foundation (Romania), holding
significant experience in the financial management of
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SOCIAL PLATFORM MEMBERSHIP

CEBSD joined Social Platform (www.socialplatform.org) in 2004
because of the following reasons:
1. CEBSD works on inclusion, participation and democracy
through promotion of community development. We strongly
agree with Social Platform’s main vision and can contribute
by taking part in policy discussions on social development.
2. Working on community development means that we
work on different themes concerning basic rights. Due to this
we feel a lot of connection with other members of the Social
Platform to develop a democratic Europe.
3. Being a member of Social Platform increases our visibility
and strength. This is important during a period of transition
as it helps to attract members from more EU-member states.
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Name of the board member nominated

CESAM
Centrum för
Samhällsarbete och
Mobilisering

HANS ANDERSSON
Director
hans.andersson@cesam.se

Centre for Community
Development and Local
Mobilization

Rudbecksgatan 28
702 23 Örebro, SWEDEN
T +46 19 170 750
+46 19 170 754
F +46 19 170 753

Member since 1990

Name of the organisation

Samenlevingsopbouw LIES BEUNENS
Coordinator Training and development
Vlaanderen vzw

LIST OF
MEMBERS

Member since 1990

www.cesam.se

Community Development lies.beunens@samenlevingsopbouw.be
in Flanders and Brussels Samenlevingsopbouw Vlaanderen vzw
Vooruitgangstraat 323 (bus 2)
1030 Brussel, BELGIUM
T +32 2 274 19 67
F +32 2 201 05 14

Közösségfejlesztők
Egyesülete
HACD
– Hungarian Association

for Community
Development

GABRIELLA BENEDEK
benedek7@gmail.com
skype: gabriellabenedek
mail: H1093, Budapest, Lónyay 46

Member since 1991

www.samenlevingsopbouw.be

Közösségfejlesztők Egyesülete
HACD – Hungarian Association
for Community Development
Corvin Ter 8, 1011 Budapest, HUNGARY
T +36 70 613 19 65

Fundació
Desenvolupament
Comunitari
Community
Development
Foundation

GIANNI ORSINI
Responsible Relations Internationals
gorsini@fdc.cat
Fàbrica del Sol (1a planta)
Pg. Salvat Papasseït 1
080 03 Barcelona, SPAIN
T +34 93 268 04 77
F +34 93 268 01 39

Member since 1995

www.kka.hu

www.fdc.cat
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Scottish Community Development
Centre
305 Baltic Chambers
50 Wellington Street
Glasgow G2 6HJ, Scotland
UNITED KINGDOM
T | F +44 141 248 19 24 (office)
+44 141 222 48 46 (direct line)

Stowarzyszenie
Centrum
Wspierania
Aktywnosci
Lokalnej CAL
CAL Association

PAWEŁ JORDAN
Coordinator for International
Relations
pawelj@boris.org.pl
Stowarzyszenie
Centrum Wspierania Aktywności
Lokalnej CAL
ul. Podwale 13
00-252 Warszawa, POLAND
T | F +48 22 892 42 20

Member since 2010

www.idebanken.no

www.scdc.org.uk

Фондация „Старт
за ефективни
граждански
алтернативи“
C.E.G.A.
– “Creating Effective

Grassroots Alternatives”

Foundation

+48 22 636 92 00

AGORA Central Europe
Petra Rezka 12, 140 00 Praha 4
CZECH REPUBLIC
T | F +420 603 170 974
+420 261 222 914

Member since 2010

IVANA BURSÍKOVÁ
Director
ivana.bursikova@agora-ce.cz

oonagh.mcardle@nuim.ie
CCommunity Workers’ Co-operative
c/o Galway Traveller Movement
First Floor, The Plaza
Headford road, Galway, IRELAND
www.cwc.ie
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Member since 2010

OONAGH Mc ARDLE

Fundaţia PACT
– Parteneriat
pentru Acţiune
Comunitară şi
Transformare
PACT Foundation
– Partnership for

www.agora-ce.cz

Community Workers’
Co-operative

LIUBA BATEMBERGSKA
Advocacy Coordinator
liuba@cega.bg
C.E.G.A.
“Creating Effective Grassroots
Alternatives) Foundation”
96 GS Rakovski Str, 2nd floor
1000 Sofia, BULGARIA
T | F +359 298 109 13
www.cega.bg

www.cal.org.pl

AGORA CE, o.p.s.

Member since 2010

T +47 22 98 60 81
F +47 22 98 60 89

FIONA GARVEN
Director
fiona@scdc.org.uk

Member since 2010

Stiftelsen Idébanken
Kristian Augusts gate 15 a
0164 Oslo, NORWAY

Scottish Community
Development Centre

Community Action
and Transformation

RUXANDRA SASU
Executive Director
ruxandra@fundatiapact.ro
Fundaţia PACT
Str. Hagiului nr. 6, et. 1, sect. 2
024049 Bucureşti, ROMANIA
T | F +40 21 410 10 58
T
+40 31 690 09 61
T
+40 31 690 09 62

Member since 2012

KIRSTEN PAABY
Senior Advisor
kirsten@idebanken.no

Member since 2000

The Ideas Bank
Foundation

www.fundatiapact.ro

If you want to be connected
with our Network, please feel free
to contact any of our members.
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ABOUT CEBSD

Name of organisation:
CEBSD – European Community Development Network
Date and place of registration:
May 29, 1996, The Netherlands
Legal registration number:
41156304
Legal status:
not-for-profit organisation
The postal address:
Samenlevingsopbouw Vlaanderen
Vooruitgangsstraat 323/2
1030 Brussel, BELGIUM
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